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=> Humanoids (or anthropomorphic) robots
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=> vehicles
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in reality, industrial robots are
much more common today than
humanoids or autonomous
vehicles

fundamentally, all factory automatization is a
form of robotics: “programmable”
machines…

examples of robots

other than humanoid or industrial

simple, single-task
autonomous vehicles
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Figure 5.5. Examples of service robots.
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scale agriculture requires machines to cultivate, seed, irrigate, and harvest very large areas of terrain. The
ability to track an autonomous vehicle using global positioning systems (GPS), sensing the soil and plant
conditions in the field, encourages the implementation of robotic vehicles for agricultural or EfieldF
applications. Figure 2.3a shows an example of an agricultural robotic vehicle under development in the
United States. Figure 2.3b shows a large autonomous mining haul truck developed in Australia.

outdoor vehicles

(a)
(b)
Figure 2.3. Agricultural robotic vehicle (Int Harv, U.S.) (a). Mining haul truck (ACFR, Australia) (b).
Similar challenges occur in areas of environmental monitoring, where mobile vehicles may move through air,
water, or ground to observe the presence 8of contaminants and track the
patterns
2. Robotic
Vehiclesand sources of such
pollutants. In large manufacturing facilities, mobility is essential to transport components and subassemblies
during the manufacturing process and a variety of robotic guided vehicles are utilized in these domains.

Figure 2.1. NASA Mars Rover (NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)).
Another example of a hostile and hazardous environment where robotic vehicles are essential tools of work
and exploration is the undersea world. Human divers may dive to a hundred meters or more, but pressure,

cars: autonomous driving
good,” says Virginia Tech’s Alfred
Wicks. “We’d done our homework.” The University of Pennsylvania’s Toyota Prius, Little Ben,
straggles in an hour later. Sometime past 3:30 p.m., MIT slips in
just before Cornell.
The outcome seems obvious.
Carnegie Mellon spotted Stanford and Virginia Tech a 20minute head start and made up
almost all of it. It seems the victory should be theirs. DARPA
officials will make the final call,
however. And, some participants
grumble, DARPA never fully
explains its judgments.
After you. Stanford’s
Junior and Virginia
Tech’s Odin negotiate
an intersection.

the University of Central Florida in Orlando.
They’ve outfitted Knight Rider, a 1996 Subaru Outback that belonged to Harper’s wife
and has 99,257 miles (159,705 km) on it, with
just enough gizmos to get around the
course—they hope. Instead of the spinning
3D lidar, they use two lidars that see in one
direction and rock them back and forth. “If
just one wire falls off, something essential is
not going to work,” Harper says. Still, the
team made the final having invested only
$130,000 in the project.
Robots, start your engines!
Race day usually brings the intoxicating
smell of high-octane fuel and the electrifying scream of engines. But not here. At
8:00 a.m., the robots leave the starting
area, one by one, like rental cars leaving a
lot. There’s a glitch. Interference from a

race and the infamous O. J. Simpson lowspeed police chase.
Each robot has to complete three “missions” comprising six or seven “submissions,” such as parking in exactly the right
space in a lot, traversing an off-road passage,
or navigating between two places. After each
mission, the robots return to the start area to
download the specifications for the next, and
each machine must travel 60 miles (97 kilometers) in less than 6 hours.
At first, the action comes fast and heavy.
An hour into the race, TerraMax, the hulking
vehicle entered by military contractor
Oshkosh Truck Corp. in Wisconsin, turns
toward a pillar and gets stuck staring at it.
Forty-five minutes later, Central Florida runs
straight toward a house. Caroline, the robot
from Team CarOLO, the other German squad,
collides with MIT’s Talos and loses sensors.

Make it out to …
But the next morning brings
no surprises. Carnegie Mellon
walks off with the win. Stanford
takes second and $1,000,000, Virginia Tech
takes third and $500,000. “There’s tremendous satisfaction in what the whole field
accomplished,” Whittaker says. “That was a
day that stunned the world.” DARPA Director Anthony Tether also gushes. “Quite
frankly, I watched these things and I forgot
after a while that there wasn’t anybody in
there,” he says. “It’s a historic day—’bot on
’bot for the first time!”
Maybe there’s something to the grandiose
rhetoric. Now only a Luddite could doubt that
soon cars will guide themselves, at least in a
pinch to avoid collisions. In fact, the technology already seems ripe for low-risk applications, such as automating farm equipment,
and the leading teams are pushing to commercialize their software. “I think it’s going
to come in bits and pieces,” says Charles
Reinholtz, leader of the Virginia Tech team
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Figure C.58. The walking machines built by DillmannCs group.
Up to now 10 six-legged walking machines have been built and distributed: three to museums and seven to
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snakes, crawlers, climbers

Perhaps the biggest advantage to using the network to connect robots is the ability to connect and harne
physically-removed assets. Mobile robots can react to information sensed by other mobile robots in the ne
room. Industrial robots can adapt their end-effectors to new parts being manufactured up-stream in t
assembly line. Human users can use machines that are remotely located via the network. (See Fig. 7.3.)

obile robot platforms in Dillman>s laboratory. Two SwissLog products are shown on the
The ability to network robots also enables fault-tolerance in design. If robots can in fact dynamical
extreme right.

reconfigure themselves using the network, they are more tolerant to robot failures. This is seen in the Intern
where multiple gateways, routers, and computers provide for a fault-tolerant system (although the Internet
not robust in other ways). Similarly, robots that can KplugL and KplayL can be swapped in and o
automatically, to provide for a robust operating environment.

bots

ab has developed several articulated, snake-type robots for pipeline inspection. Some are
available and used to inspect water pipes and oil pipelines (including the Alaska pipeline).

Figure C.57. Inspection robot.

oncentrated on enabling the system to work in an unstructured environment. A multiFigure 7.2. Robotic modules can be reconfigured to KmorphL into different locomotion systems including
with six links will be used for inspection tasks in sewer pipelines.

n

wheel-like rolling system (left), a snake-like undulatory locomotion system (right), a four-legged
walking system (bottom).

Finally, networked robots have the potential to provide great synergy by bringing together components wi
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with other parts of the military tactical system. The integration of sophisticated computer an
communications architectures is an essential feature of these systems, and the use of algorithms such a
SLAM to interpret complex scenes is an important contribution to these systems. The U.S. is generall
acknowledged as the world leader in military applications of robotic vehicle technologies.

airborne robots

Arthur Sanderson, George Bekey,

Table 2.1
Types of robotic mobility

Figure 2.9. Examples of military and defense robotic vehicles.
Space Robotic Vehicles

The field of space robotics was identified as a topic for separate focus in this study and the major results o
that effort will be presented in Chapter 3. In the context of vehicle technologies, the recent Mars rove
programs have uniquely demonstrated perhaps the most successful deployment of robotics vehicl
technologies to date in any domain of applications. The rovers have landed and explored the surface of Mar

robotic manipulators, hands
(b)

(c)

Robert Ambrose, Yuan Zheng, Brian Wilcox

47

Having hands will be essential in the early advancement of this research, since the learning and association of
knowledge with objects will be done in the robotCs own terms, with the way a tool feels when grasped stored
in sensori-motor space. Key advances in dexterous hands include tactile skins, finger tip load sensing, tendon
drive trains, miniature gearing, embedded avionics, and very recent work in low-pressure fluid power
systems. The fundamental research in biologically inspired actuators will likely transform the nature of this
domain in the next ten to fifteen years.

(e)

(f)

ew of the DLR Robots. (a) The DLR-LWR-III equipped with the DLR-Hand-II. (b) The
II that is based on the DLR-LWR-III. (c) The DLR humanoid manipulator Justin. (d)
b, a redesign of the DLR-Hand-II. (e) The DLR-HIT hand, a commercialized version
II. (f) The DLR-Crawler, a walking robot based on the fingers of the DLR-Hand-II.

Figure 4.10. Dexterous arms at DLR, NASA and UMASS.
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the rotation, finding the axis of rotation and complying. This concluded a set of six real-time demonstrations,
which is unusual. The fact that the six systems were of such a high caliber should be noted.

Figure C.28. Dexterous arm on mobile base, opening door (left), robot passing through doorway (right).

our own mobile
robot manipulator

[Arnold: 1998-2000]

autonomous robotics
auto-nomos: giving laws to oneself
minimally: autonomous robots generate
behavior based on sensory information
obtained from their own on-board sensors
in contrast to industrial robots that are
programmed in a fixed and detailed way

autonomous robotics
but: even an industrial robot uses
autonomous control to reach its
programmed goals…
=> autonomy is expected to go beyond
control, include decisions=qualitative change
of behavior
e.g. avoid obstacle to the left vs. to the right
e.g., reach for one object rather than another

autonomous robotics

but: we do not expect autonomous robots
to just do whatever “they want”… we
expect to give them “order”

autonomous robotics
autonomy as a
“programming interface”:
give instructions to a robot at a
high level, in regular human
language and gesture in a
shared environment…
… and let the autonomous
robot deal with the “details” of
how to achieve goals

why autonomous robots?

why autonomous robots?

asked my then 18 year old son…
to clean up, to serve drinks
but they are just generally cool too..
.. (after some hesitation)… in the military

toy/entertainment/animation

including therapy (autism)

assistance robotics

at home, in the work place
collaborate with human users

autonomous vehicles

…. well, for autonomous transport…

[Amazon robotized
warehouse]

types of sensors. In additio
with other parts of the
In the United States, research on robotic vehicles has emphasized work in the following five areas:
communications architectu
Military and Defense Systems
SLAM to interpret compl
U.S. investment in robotic vehicle research has strongly emphasized the development
of ground, air, as
andthe world
acknowledged
Research on Robotic Vehicles – United States

military, fire fighting, rescue

underwater vehicles with military applications. As shown in Figure 2.9, there have been significant
accomplishments in these areas in which large development programs have resulted in capable and reliable
vehicle systems. Many of these systems are deployed in a Lremotely-operatedN mode, that is, a human
controller works interactively to move the vehicle and position based on visual feedback from video or other
types of sensors. In addition, there is a strong emphasis on integration of autonomous probes and observers
with other parts of the military tactical system. The integration of sophisticated computer and
communications architectures is an essential feature of these systems, and the use of algorithms such as
SLAM to interpret complex scenes is an important contribution to these systems. The U.S. is generally
acknowledged as the world leader in military applications of robotic vehicle technologies.

the “ideal” application because
desire to remove human agent
from the scene is consensual …

110

much research
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The company also introduced three other products: the Basic Robot Education System, the Research and
Education Robot, which included various versions as mentioned earlier (Figure B.10 shows one of them),
and Military Robot. For the latter, Hanool has developed an Anti-Terror Robot called Hanuri-T-ML as shown
in Figure B.11. Like the first three robots, the Research and Education robot and the Anti-Terror robot are all
mobile robots equipped with various sensors for navigation and operation according to the purpose which
they were designed for.

Figure B.10. Research and Education Robot.

Figure B.11. Military Robot.

(robot ethics…interesting topic)
may a military robot decide autonomously
to shoot
…. navy ships do that already…

may a autonomous car decide between
avoiding a pedestrian and preventing danger
for car occupants?
fundamental problem: off-loading decisions from user to
designer …

autonomous robotics as a
“playground” of research

autonomous robotics as a
“playground” of research
modern engineering models systems, treating
the remainder stochastically…. autonomous
robotics act in natural environments that are
difficult to model
autonomous robotics: highly interdisciplinary
modern engineering uses modular design
that limits the range over which modules
interact/interfere…autonomous robotics:
requires system integration

state of the art: current explosion
through maturation of technology
fast computation makes approach real-time
that used to be not viable
laser range finder
modern software engineering facilitates
programming
… many detailed and specific improvements

what is entailed in designing an
autonomous robot?

sensors

world

signal processing, digitization
perception: estimation, detection,
classification
action planning

sense
model

plan

communication, data security
optimal control, control
mechanics, actuators

=> an interdisciplinary task

act

4 core problems/challenges

perception
interacting with humans
movement generation
background knowledge

(1) perception

no autonomy without perception
main channel: visual perception

what is perception?

what is perception?
we do not perceive the stimulus but the
world and meaning
seeing is active:
bring objects into the attentional foreground
see to answer questions

what is perception?

attention
segment
recognize (invariantly)
estimate (pose)

Language enables humans to communicate about shared en
vironments. For instance, I may use language to direct you
attention to an object in a visual scene. When several simi
lar objects are visible such as in Fig. 1a, using object iden
tity (“cup”) or feature (“red”) alone is not sufficient. A rela
tional spatial phrase, for example “the red cup to the left o
the green cup”, resolves ambiguity in such situations. Even in
in part
a
problem
of
perception
the scene in Fig. 1b, in which no object can be singled out by
as well…
feature reference, this phrase uniquely specifies one of them
A typical
relational phrase like the one above consists of a
including
perceptually

(2) interaction with humans

grounding language

e.g., “the red cup to the left of the
green cup“ …

research issues
perceptually grounding language
intention perception
gesture recognition
joint attention
dialogue management
emotion recognition

(3) back-ground knowledge
implicit knowledge how the world works
how to open a door
that milk is in the fridge
how to grasp a glas vs. a cup vs. a spoon
how to grasp an object to achieve a particular goal
to clear space before moving something to a new
place…

John Searle call this “background”
(knowledge, skills)

“background” is where the traditional
approach to artificial intelligence was
positioned
knowledge bases
reasoning
action planning
architectures

behavior based robotics / behavioral
organization

world
obstacle avoidance
roaming

target acquisition

create a map

research
special solutions designed/programmed “by
hand”
autonomous learning from experience…
largely unsolved
analogy with human nervous system whose
structure reflects “knowledge” about how
the world works…

(4) movement generation
classical approach
motion planning based on precise world models
using optimal control to address control problems…

but:
high demands on perception and on modeling of plant/
objects
unclear if it works for soft actuation for safe interaction
with humans
need for flexible, human like movement and movement
sequences

research

exploit analogies with human movement
coordination, movement primitives
exploit analogy with muscle: soft visco-elastic
actuators

autonomous robotics inspired by
analogy to human movement

learning from how human movement is
organized: properties, principles
=> an analogy robotics/organism at a more
abstract level than in “neural dynamics”

Rough plan of course
[dynamical systems tutorial]
attractor dynamics approach to motion
planning: vehicles
robot arms: kinematics, attractor dynamics
approach to reaching movements
coordination and timing
sequence generation
probabilistic thinking, planning as inference

